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What You Need

Imagine a world full of superheroes.
Super humans flying and blasting all
over. Well, you can draw that world.
And you can make it as crazy and silly
as you want.
To be a silly sketcher, all you need
is a pencil, some paper, and a funny

pencils

pencil sharpener
(just in case)

bone. Draw a square here. Add some
big hair there. Just follow the steps.
You’ll have super art in no time.
lots of paper

eraser

colored pencils and markers
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Step 4
Add pupils, a mouth, and
chin details.

Step 5
Draw curved lines to make
a mask.

Get the super-sized giggles going
with this superhero. Making him look
confused about his situation will make
it even funnier.

Step 6
Add motion lines and
punctuation to show the
hero’s confusion.

Step 1
Start with a large oval.
Then add curved lines to
start the chin and hair.

Step 2
Give your hero big circle eyes,
funny eyebrows, and a nose.

Step 3
6

Erase all the lines inside
the overlapping shapes.
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Hopping Hero
Superheroes need
super pets. Maybe this

Step 3
Every super rabbit needs
a cape. It also needs a nose.

bunny has bouncing powers.

Step 4
Erase all the lines inside
the overlapping shapes.

Step 5
Add pupils, a belt,
and wrist details.

Step 1
Start the rabbit’s body with
a U shape. Use ovals for the
head and ears.

Step 2
Add big eyes. Give the rabbit
arms and legs too.
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Step 6
Add detail to the cape
and shirt.

Step
Draw motion lines to
make the cape blow in
the breeze.
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